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Physics at the AGS with a Relativistic Cascade

SIDNEY H. KAHANA, YANG PANG and THOMAS J. SCHLAGEL
Department of Physics, Building 510A

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT

The relativisticcascadecode ARCis appliedto the resultsfromheavy ion collisions,at a
laboratoryenergyof 14.6GeV/c pernucleon,fora varietyofprojectilesandtargets. A detailed
discussionis givenof the physicsand inputsof this cascade. No deviationbetweenARCand
experimenthas yet beenidentifiedasa possiblesignalof collectivehadronicbehaviour.

The relativistic ion cascade ARC x'2'3'4,constructed over the past two years, has now met
most challenges offered by data collected at the AGS in the experiments E802 s, E8146, E810 _
and most recently E866 s. Indeed ARC predictions 4's made for gold + gold collisions at 11.7
GeV/c have proven to be remarkably accurate for proton and K + spectra in preliminary
E802/866 runs in the spring of 1992. ARC was developed around E802 data covering ion
reactions for initial beam momenta up to 14.6 GeV/c and for observed particles up to
midrapidity, i.e. in the "target _ half of the spectrum and just above. As well as, of course,
describing the overall spectra of the most abundantly produced particles, p, _r_, a specific
goal was to understand two overriding, puzzling aspects of the data, for example in Si + Au
reactions at 14.6 GeV/c. These were:

(1) the apparent strong enhancement in strangeness production over that expecte d in
nucleon-nucleon,

(2) the marked broadening of the proton transverse mass distribution.

I
It could be argued that the latter hinted at a surprisingly high proton "temperature" and

: the former at the creation of high density matter, if not indeed QCD plasma. These features

however, _e obtained from ARC using a purely hadronic, parameter free, dynamics. It is
= then clear that accurate Uevent generation _ is an essential prerequisite to the extraction of-

interesting collective behavior from ion experiments, i.e. before jumping to conclusions.
Since E8025 covered only the rapidities from 0.7 to 2.0, it was gratifying to note ,the

equally good description by ARC of the forward protons seen by E814e in Si+Pb for rapidities;
up to 3.6. In this case a principal issue is the degree of nuclear stopping (or equivalently

_ nuclear transparency), i.e. the loss of energy by projectile nucleons. Reproduction by ARC of
the spectra in both E802 and E814 provides a single consistent picture of the entire rapidity
range examined at the AGS. To complete this panorama, ARC has been used also to analyze
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(b)
Fig. 1: Snapshotsof a Au + Au collisionfromARC,showing:(a) combinedlocal baryondensityfor target
and projectile,(b) the density for Projectilealone. Comparisonof (a) and (b) suggesta that compression
is taking piace in the target and projectileseparately, i.e. the target-projectilerelative motion is still
appreciablethroughoutthe collision. "

the production of antiparticles and of light clusters (d, t, h) in p + A and B + A collisions.
These latter studies were carried out with C.B. Dover and A.J. Baltz, the antiparticles are
considered in detail below while the clusters are discussed in Dover's talk at this meeting _.

From the coherent picture produced of Si+Au(Pb) with the physics of ARC, considerable
confidence may be gained in extrap01athlg to heavier projectiles at the AGS, and h3gher
energies at the CERN SPS and at RHIC. Indeed, as noted, the experimentM results for
more massive projectiles s have been admirably anticipated in the predictions of ARC, at

/ least for production generated in regions _of/datively low baryonic density.
Hand in hand with explicit calculation of macroscopic particle spectra has gone the

development of technology ena.bh'ng a tr_ce of the sp_e-time evolution of the collisions.
One such trace, with an explicit graphi¢_ record, follows the build up of baryon density
during central Au + Au collifmns (see _gure 1). Densities as high as 8-9 times normal
nuclear densities obtain for appreciableinudear times. Since the interacting material in
these collisiona is quite slowed, interest_g high density effects might just be seen in E866
exi3eriments yet to be performed, especially if these experiments are taken to somewhat lower
beam energies. ::
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I. The Physics and Coding in ARC

ARC has been in the past 1,2 applied in two modes: DIR which handles intranuclear
inelastic nucleon collisions as if they occurred in free space, and RES which introduces
low-lying baryon and meson resonances as intermediate states within nuclear matter. In
both modes the directly produced particles are assigned formation times (1 fermi/c) and the

input, free-space, hadron-hadron data are equally well fitted. The philosophy of ARC is
straightforward: ali elementary hadron-hadron collisions are included and particles travel
in straight lines between collisions. Hadron-hadron data provide the cross-sections and
branching ratios, including energy and momentum transfer dependence, necessary for ARC.
Where such data do not exist, e.g. for resonance-resonance interactions, reasonable, minimal
assumptions are made. For example, baryon-baryon cross-sections are taken equal to NN,
meson-baryon to _rN, etc., and sensitivities to small changes assessed.

Let me reemphasize that since our basic philosophy involves, in the first instance, using
the on-shell hadron-hadron cross-sections as input to the bi-nuclear multibody cascade, we

have in principle no parameters; these two body inputs, baryon-baryon, meson-baryon and
meson-meson are obtained from already performed experiments. Of course in practice there

are gaps in this matrix of cross-sections and more seriously we have no direct knowledge
of resonant-resonant interactions. Moreover our cascade is presently, purely classical, with

the only quantum mechanics included residing in the two body interactions. A derivation
of the cascade dynamics might arise from an extended Glauber-model 1° for high energy
scattering, with of course ali possible collisions of initial and produced particles included but
with quantum coherence averaged out.

A brief description of the details of the cascade is presented for completeness and for
satisfying the curious. Some sample parametrizations of the energy and momentum de-
pendence of input two body cross-section are given in later sections. The cascade is built
around three basic components: a particle list, a collision list and tables of both total and
partial hadron-hadron cross-sections over a broad range of energies u'12'13'14. Apart from the
initial starting of the cascade one need only search for the next occurring collision and limit
the updating of the collision and particle list appropriately. The code explicitly conserves
four-momentum, baryon number, charge and flavour. Most relevant elastic and production
processes from 0 to 450 GeV have been incorporated into the coding, generally through use
of appropriate parametrization. ._,:

A global frame is chosen, normally the center of velocity frame for projectil_ and target

I particles, and the cascade carried out within this frame. Since interactions are treated as
instantaneous, Lorentz invariance is violated, principallyibecause the order of collisions may
be frame dependent. Typically, less than 5% of the collisions in a Si + AU event fall into this
category. A macroscopic test of Lorentz invariance finds of the order of two percent change _ ....
in rapidity distributions from that in our actual global frame to that in the laboratory frame,. -,:.' :. "
.often within the statistical errors in our sampling. _ ;_

, Actual collisions are triggered when the distance of closest approach between particle ." ..' . ! i
trajectories is less than r_j = (_dor) 1/2, where _ij is the total cross-section between particl e -_
i and j. A critical point is rea_ed in the _e when the average distances between "._
particles become less than rq. This point arises in the present work only in consideration of
antinucleon annihilation in matter. After each hadron-hadron collision at some energy, final
states are selected by weighting with branching ratios at that collision energy. The code is



extremely flexible with respect to colliding entities; the particle list might include partons or
strings as well as hadrons. The initial conditions generally involve two approaching nuclei
but may be generalized to, say, interactions within a single pion gas. The initial density
distributions for nuclei are taken from fits to electron scattering data 15. For smaller nuclei
a "harmonic oscillator" model works weil, while for heavier nuclei we use a two or three
parameter Fermi model,

P2PF "- po/(1 -t-exp((r - c)/z)) (1)

P3PF -- (1 "t" t_r2/C2)p2PF • (2)

We have tried altering neutron distributions relative to proton, but generally with little
effect. Fermi momentum for target and projectile nuclei separately, is readily included by
Monte-Carlo sampling at the instant of collision.

Particle momenta in final states are assigned in the Lorentz invariant phase space

d31_ (3)J

where _4 is the energy-momentum conserving delta-function and extra weights WT and
WL limit/h to "soft QCD" collision values and longitudinal momentum to leading particle
behaviour respectively. We use

WT = e-p7/_2 (4)
WL = e-°O+'Jp''') (5)

with the sign of longitudinal momentum taken so the leading particle momentum retains
its original direction• Typical parameters for pion production in pp and 1rpcollisions are
c_ = 0.50 and/_ selected so as to give the correct </h >- 0•45 at 14.6 GeV/c with RES;
/_ is somewhat dependent on multiplicity. The energy dependence of this inelastic cross-
section follows naturally from these choices. Both leading particle behavior and the difference
between final state _rand p transverse momentum distribution are to a large extent built in

by using resonance wave packets rather than direct production. _
A very important part of the code construction, especially in terms of real time, is the

,'_ •

gathering of the known hadron,hadron crosHectnons and brsadfing ratios, and .then the
p ," . • • _ '/ "_f 'reparametrization of these for insertion in the c0de.as nmcuons_ energy and momentum

l trander. Our principle sources have been the CERN-HERAn sad LBL12 compilations, the

paperof Blobelet _3 andof Rossnet _. It nsfrequ_tLynecess_-,7howeverto._nsult
• • - ,o . , ' • , • t. _,._ t '-":-",-,-' m ,' _='. "

other orn_nal,, sour_'s both to gain some understandiii-$ oflth___ the _mpilatnon and,
on occasion, to settle arguments with PRL referees. In the a_ecific'application secti0nswhich.'-

, _oUow, we give some examples of our reproduction of the hadron-_n inputs and of their _- '
parametrization. _ ' !: ' '_", _ ;. • ; .;= . _ . ,. . =

What then of the two modes DIR and RF_? It is the reson_t mode, RES, that yi_ds a., ,,'

_ quantitative des_ption of the AGS experiments. DIE produc:esim_re stopping, too many _r
mesons, too few K + mesons and too low a nucleon effective "temperature _ The o_ive
distinction between RES and DIR is the higher energy at which in-medium baryon-baryon
collisions occur; a resonance for example po_messesthe combined momenta of the nucleon and



meson into which it normally decays. The long effective lifetime of the low-lying resonances
in nuclei, 7REar, ensures that the "contained" meson is only infrequently emitted within the
interaction region. At AGS energies higher mass resonances than the A(1232), and low lying
N*'s are not much in evidence in the two nucleon data, and play only a minor role in the
ion-ion dynamics.

There is some misapprehension about our use of resonances within ARC 16. At present
a single generic baryon resonance with the mass and quantum number of the A is used,
but in effect we really include the A and the two lowest isobars Ni'.2. The amplitude given
to the generic A is assigned so as to reproduce the total inelastic cross-sections coming
at AGS energies, say 5 GeV/c to 15 GeV/c incoming lab momenta, from the A and the
lowest two N*'s. Moreover, slightly increasing the mass of this genetic resonance to properly

account for the N_,2 as well as the A, only marginally effects the AGS results. Thus the
generic resonance combines the total amplitudes and the average mass of these 3 lowest
baryon resonances. For applications at higher energy we will extend the resonance table to ,
include ali resonances excited at a given scattering energy. At the AGS some 24-26 mb of
the total nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-section of 28 mb comes from the A (,., 20mb) and

Ni'2 (._ 5mb); the only error resulting from not explicitly include the N*'s is a slight bias
in isospin for pion production. This will lead to slight adjustments in charged to neutral "
lr ratios. We of course have this ratio correct for free nucleon-nucleon interactions but not

quite so in the production from resonance-resonance reinteraction within nuclear matter.
To achieve CERN and RHIC energies both the resonance table and the production partial
cross-sections must be extended in mass and multiplicity. This is in progress. From the
previous outline and the ensuing examples the sufficiently clever reader can reconstruct all
of our calculations.

II Proton Rapidity and Transverse Mass Spectra for Si+Au and Si+Pb

Initial experiments at the AGS necessarily concentrated on the use of lighter projectiles.
The latest E80219 data consists of transverse momentum (pr) spectra in nine laboratory
rapidity bins from yhd, = 0.5 to Y_b = 2.1. Within the range of Pt observed these are well
described in both shape and magnitude by ARC-RES (henceforth referred to as ARC).
The variation with rapidity of the inverse slopes seen in these spectra is also reproduced,
but some care, not always applied by the experimentalists, must be taken in extracting
such slopes. Even differences in experimental cuts for E802 in Si + Au (7% for (d_)pr.t.m)

! and for E814 in Si + Pb (2%) show up in comparisons of ARC to the data. There can
be little doubt the theory provides a _emarkably consistent synthesis of both forward and i
backward hemisphere measurements for Si induced reactions. Most discrepancies that still _ _
exist between experiment and cascade simulation can probably be ascribed to inaccuracies, _
or gaps, in our knowledge and use of input hadron-hadron cross-sections. _.

Figures 2 and 3 show double differential cross-sections for protons observed in Si + Au _ _
(at 14.6 GeV/c by E802/E859 and the resulting m_-extrapelated-integrated d /

respectively. Figure 3 is a composite of a 7% cut for E802 for measurements up to y N 2.0"
and a 2% cut for E814 for rapidities above 2.0. Clearly ARC gives an excellent description
of these macroscopic baryon spectra.

It is instructive to further examine the so called temperatures, extracted from the double



Fig. 2:E802 z9 and AKC mt spectra for Si + Au Fig. 3: Composite rapidity spectra including both
at 14.6 GeV/c. In successive rapidity bins factors F_,80219(Si+Au) and E814 e (Si-I-Ph). In this case,
of 10-1 axe included for clarity. Deuterons have deuterons are included in the E802 data which is
not been subtracted from the ARC protons. This then indistinguishable from the ._,RC 7% cut.

would decrease proton numbers mostly at small y
and mt. The lines simply join AKC points.
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differential cross-sections assuming the form

1 d2N -" foe -m'/T (6)
2_rmt dmtdy

For example in a rapidity bin centered at y = 1.3 the E802 collaboration obtains T =
0.215 4-0.002 GeV s, whereas ARC yields 0.20 _. The experimental error quoted is, to say
the least, questionable. For a variety of reasons, extracting inverse slopes is an art not to be
left to the untutored. Certainly it would appear both experimental and theoretical inverse
slopes are subject to uncertainties of the order of 15 rather than 2 MeV. To check against
theory a much better procedure is simply to display the double differential cross-sections
against each other as in Figure 2 (and let the viewer decide). The collaborations E802 and
E814 have been very cooperative in providing such cross sections.

Although some slight deviations between theory and experiment can be discerned in
Figure 2, the overall description by ARC over nine rapidity bins is excellent. Certainly, since
the proton amplitude often falls as much as 3 orders of magnitude none of these discrepancies
can be attributed to a difference in effective temperature. I emphasized this point at HIPAGS
and perhaps this and other similar references made later in this recapitulation will drive this .
point home to both experimentalists and theorists.

Now, one can ask what physics has led to the broader proton transverse mass distribu-
tions, i.e. broader than in ARC-DIR or in other theoretical approaches 2°. The important
inputs to this section are:

(1) an accurate representation of _rmeson production in pp and _rpincluding the branch-
ing ratios into different final state number of 7r's (see Figure 4). Other inelastic
channels are essentially perturbative and do not influence the dynamics;

(2) the presence of resonances as rescatterers within the medium;

(3) elastic scattering for pp and 1rp for center of mass energies < 5.4 GeV.

Before comparing proton inverse slopes for Si + Au from different theoretical simulations,
it is necessary to ensure that these models fit the final state, on-sheU, hadron-hadron data
equally weil. Given this, DIR and RES definitely differ in proton effective temperature 1
with RES giving higher values and, as seen in Figure 2, in agreement with E802. The reason

t is relatively straightforward; the rescattered baryon resonances possess appreciably higher
momenta, e.g.

<kass> ~ <kN>+<k.>, (7)

than would the rescattered nudeon in DIR. Moreover the A and Ar"have comparable lifetimes

~ 1.5fm/c in the Si + Au collision, which in the lab translates into a meson retention time
of 1.57sss ~ 7.5fm/c. Thus only perhaps one third of the produced lr's in such a collision
at the AGS materialize in matter and rescatter. There are also then, less T's created in RES

/

than in DII_

• It is perhaps worthy of comment that a later version of RQMD 21 ac.]tieves higher proton
inverse slopes from a strong repulsive mean field. At first glance this would make it difficult to
get the correct variation of "temperature" with rapidity, favouring as it does lower energies.

7
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Fig. 5:E8146 and ARC 2 m, spectra for Si + Pb Fig. 6: E814 e transparency protons vs ARC 2,

at very forward rapidities. The "punch-through" measured in a small forward detector for increas-

and inelastically scattered protons are clearly dis- ingly centrally limited cuts.

tinguishable in both theory and data.

It would be of interest to see how lgQMD fares with respect to Figure 2 and 3, with or
without a mean field for both figures. We of course have no mean field in the cascade, but
do intend to incorporate s small one through a mass change in the baryon (_ 50MEV). This
will only effect our results for rather small rapidities in Si + Au and then only slightly.

Figures 5 and 6 show comparisons with E814e (Si+ Pb) for proton transverse mass spectra
at very forward rapidities and for "transparency" protons, respectively. Again the agreement
with ARC is extremely good. In Figure 5 one can see two components contributing to forward
protons: non-interacting Fermi-spread protons, or elastically and inelastically interacting
protons, both from the projectile. ARC clearly gets the amount of energy loss by Si prbtons
just about right. There is from these results ao evidence for either color transparency or
much of a tail beyond the Fermi-sea in Si. On the other hand,_ther RQMD as published 2°, '_ '.

I we believe, or DII_ achieves too few forward protons inFigure 6. _ _._

• ,

H1 Strangeness Enhancement ' _ ' '_ ', ' _ '. ""i

One of the most often cited signals of plasma production in ion collisions is a strong
increase in the production of strange hadrons 22. This increase can be expected from purely

, statistical considerations whenever baryon density rises well above normal, but is probably

more marked in the presence of a quark gas or of chiral restoration. Experiments at the AGS
consistently exhibit an increase in the (K+/_r +) ratio ion-ion over nucleon-nucleon, with a
strong correlation to larger target and projectile mass and to higher multiplicity events.
In agreement with early calculations by RQMD 2°, ARC ascribes K + enhancement not to
plasma formation or even increased hadron density, but to rescattering in the medium. The

8
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(b)
Fig. 7: Fit to pp --* K,X at 12 GeV/c zs. ARC 1.5 used the much broader, incorrect, spectrum which was
cited at HIPAGS. The improved fit to pp in ARC 2.0 leads to the spectra shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10 for
Si + Au. Both ARC 1.5 and 2.0 yield the correct number of K's in a pp collision. In Fig. 7(a), both old and
new fits yield the same total number of K's.

two codes differ sharply, however, on the source of the K+'s. ARC obtains much of the
K +'s from baryon-baryon interactions taking piace at a significantly higher energy than in
ttQMD or other simulations. About two-thirds of the K+'s in a Si + Au collision at 14.6
GeV/c come from such interactions and the rest from meson-baryon and a small amount
from meson-meson (N 5%). ARC thus attributes the two puzzles mentioned above, proton
temperature and K + enhancement, to the same source, the dynamics of resonances.

The summary speaker at HIPAGS_ chose to make a strong point about the inability of
either RQMD or"ARC to reproduce certain K, rapidity spectra and "temperatures". We
are partly responsible for this conclusion and wish to critically examine this thesis here.
At HIPAGS I did show a K + invariant mass':spectrum predicted by ARC in comparison

with data taken later at the AGS E866s_ (see Figure 12 in Section V). The ex0ellent ....

! agreementwith the theoretical prediction should have bee.n a warning that no deviations _re, •_
yet apparent in the data, " .... - " , "

A repre_ntat, ive orE810 _, with our permission, compared theoretical and experimental :_.i..
K, rapidity di_ributions, and without our permission also showed a plot showing variation ii_

of "temperature" with rapidity. I.expect both of these to appear in the published summary
_nd some _sply is therefore necessary. The permitted K, y-distribution went along with a .,,,./

disclaimer which was cardully noted by ES10, but ignored by the summary speaker, "/
What follows is a change in our prediction for the K's in Si + Au resulting from tuning.!

our pp inputs to:better represent actual pp data. We are not only allowed, but req_ to
do this, of course. Figure 7 contains the fit to K,'s produced in pp collisions as a function of
rapidity. The original fit to pp, represented by squares, clearly was far too broad, essentially

9
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'Fig. 8: Rapidity spectra for K + in Si + Au from Fig. 9: Invariant spectra for K + in Si+Au at
preliminary E802 data 2e and ARC. y = 1.3, laboratory momentum per nucleon 14.6

GeV/c fromE802data s and ARC.

following the production of _rmesons. The open circles are the new ARC fit for pp --. K X
obtained by using the correct number of accompanying _r mesons i.e. more than in the
original fit. In Figure 8 one sees, at Yi=b= 1.3, the resulting (dN/dy)g+ , and in Figure 9,
(daN/drn==dy)K+ for Si + Au (or Si + Ph) using the improved pp --, K+X.

The narrowing in rapidity in pp is directly reflected in a narrowing in Si + Au, which is
seen even more strongly in the E810 data for Si + Si (see Figure 10). We also show the result
of this narrowing on the variation of inverse slopes with rapidity for Si + Au (Figure 11); this
should be compared with what you remember from Saulys at this meeting 24vr with what
appears in the summary =. The drop in temperature induced by the kinematic constraints
from pp now leads to the sort of behavior seen in Saulys's talk. _'_: _

We have for educational purpmes plotted:in Figure 9 the exponential fits to both the
E802s K+ data at y -- 1.3 (solid line) and thenew ARC simulations (dashed line). E802_ !i!_?__ _ :_

/ quotes a "temperature _ for this fit of .203-1-.()15 GeV,'!while we obtain from our reproductior{, _i:"
of their d_ta .206, more or le= in agreement.=Onthe 0t'hvrhand the ARC simulation (new!_

• or old) yiel a =temperature" closeto 0.17 GeV. I invite the read= to distinguish l_tWee_i_i_,_, _'
the data _ud the theory, and I conclude them is a possibleen_r of more like 30 MeVi_ _:_:_i_ _
the experimental temperature. Once 'again I emphuize the necessityof comparisonsusing _'!:_;i.'

'd=N/drn_dy_d not just inverse slopes;'Unfortunately we have no published _N/dm=dg_'_;_.i _
'.' • spectra for K, from ES10 nor are we p_tted to show unpublished spectra we hav_ Se/m._.i/._!_.-"_ "

I can assure you however that the Ko distributione closely mirror those for K + and that .'.:':,_:_• _.
Figure 9 is. very representative of spectra taken at several rapidities from E802TM. So one._ .!;,i ,,
might say of the conclusion = that cascades Can not explain the ESI0 data, %biit, ex_-cessit,
evasit, erupit "=s.

10
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Fig. 10: Rapidity spectra for K, in Si + Si. Fig. 11: ARC inverse slopes for K at different ra.
E810TM and ARC, using the improvedfit to pp --, pidities in Si + Au. Theoretical uncertainties are
KX. This figure is to be contrasted with that ap- *- 15%. Again this figure should be contrasted to
pearing in the E810 contribution and perhaps the what was shown at HIPAGS by E8102a,24.
summary.

For completeness we note the theoretical parametrization for the K + pp spectra is a = 3.0,

and the prescription for _ is the same as in pion production. Some production also arises
of course, perhaps 30%, from mes0n-baryon scattering and our characterisation of the free
space _rN comes from Ref.ll and Ref.12. We estimate from the scatter in the known data

at appropriate pp and _rpenergies that our knowledge of the hadron-hadron K + production
is fixed to somewhat better then :E15%.

Additionally, Figure 12 contains a comparison of the K + invariant cross-section for Au +
Au with preliminary measurements at theAGS s'_e, at 11.7 GeV/c and for 0.55 _<y <_ 0.85.

Some comments on attempts to introduce .cl_r_al restoration for low density systems, like
Si + Au 27, should be made. First, one cannot draw conclusions from models which do not

get the correct proton andpio n spectra, with Or without K*+ production. We for example
I initially failed to get the mrrect rapidity distribution-in pp --, K + and suffered in both

+: predictions for rapidity and trsns_ mass distributions in Si + Si and Si + Au --. K +.

There is a non-negligible coupling betweeny and mt kinematicaHy. We can however in ARC
test for a sudden drop. in K + mass with density and would expect strong %emperatdre" •

changes. From the evidence of the figures in this section one must at present conclude no
chiral restoration is seen at least for Si + Au colliEons. The K + enhancement and 'the

detailed m= and y spectra are very well reproduced by ARC simulations, provided one is
careSd in matching the pp (and _rp) inputs to the known free space hadron-hadron data. _
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II ilE802 I ARC II Table 1:E80234 and ARC s antiproton production

SiAl/pAl 21 -4-6 13 -t- 2 relative to pA.

SiAu/pAu 28 -4-6 26 -1-5

IV Antiprotons (with C. B. Dover)

An argument similar to that presented for strangeness suggests that anomalously high
levels of anti-nucleons are also possible for ion collisions in which quark-gluon plasma is
formed 2s,29. Pertinent data exists at the AGS and previous theoretical analysis 3°'3z'32has had
considerable difficulty in obtaining sutficient antiprotons. The problem is clear: AGS ion-

energies are only slightly above tkreshold for i_production while the annihilation cross-section
is large for the resultant low energy l_'S. Using ARC 3, a three-body screening mechanism
has been identified which strongly inhibits the absorption of produced anti-nucleons. This
mechanism heralds the appearance of a problem for ali rescattering codes at high density.
Interactions for a process with croes-section tr are triggered by closest approach distances less
than ro = (tr/f)z/_. Should ro be less than the average distance between medium particles,

I it will be impossible to ignore third bodies. The larg e p_ annihilation cross-section at low .'
relative energy precipitates this crisis _for_ production at evenmodest nuclear densities. ::A '
straightforward fix is to introduce an annihilation time delay dedured from the _rN relative
velocity and finite distance apart. During the delay Other nearby par'tides, generaUypions;
may collide with the _r or its targeted nucleon and prevent annihilation. Annihil_i0n is
.after ali a causal process taking place only when the nucleon and antinucleon overlap. :

The absolute level of p production is Compared to experiment in Figure 13 for Si +Al'and"
Si + Au using our _standt\rd" formation time for antiprotons, 1 fm/c, and an annihilation
delay time giveni by _', =: R/v. Here R is the distance of closest approach between the p and
its annihilating nucleon while e is the relative velocity at that point. In addition Figu_ 14
displays an mt distribution for =- and p production in p+ Al. Table 1 compares p production

12
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Fig. 13: Rapidity spectra for antiprotons in Si + Fig. 14: Invariantspectraforantiprotonsandz'-'s
Au andSi + AI forE802s4andARCs withshield- in pA!s4,s.
ing.

ratios in Si + Au and Si + Al to p + A for E802 and ARC while Tables 2 and 3 indicate
the dependence of antiparticle production on shielding and formation times.

Several conclusions may be drawn from these tables and figures.

(1) Shielding is a large effect, but with shielding ARC explains ali aspects of the data
adequately.

(2) No single formation time (without shielding) can explain the dependence of _ pro-
duction on A of the projectile or target.

_.

(3) With shielding, formation time dependence is greatly reduced.
t ._ '-.

I II [[ E802 I Shielding No Shielding]Pure Production li
pp (inelastic) .. - _:_.. 0.00045_, "" 0.00045 0.00045 '

:: pBe(Min. Bias) 0.00038(8) 0.000_(5) _'().00038(5). 0.00_ (4)
pAl(Min. Bias) 0.00047(10) 0.00050(6) 0.00041(5). 0.00059(4) _

i_- o pca(Mm.Bi,,) 0.00049(14)0:00042(5)0.00039(5) 0.0O063(4)_.
pAu (Min. Bias) 0.00049(11) 0.00040(5) 0.00030(4) 0.00075(5) ,,,

II SiAl(Central)!1 0.010(1) 0.0064(3).0.0033(2) 0.0095(4) _ '[/SiAu(Central) 0.014(1) 0.0x05(4)._0.002s(2) 0.0200(5)!1
_.- , _'_

Table2: Effect_ofshieldingonantiprotonyiekkin ARCs.
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formation time _ 1 fm/c 2 fm/c 4 fm/c oo li

0.00045 0.00045 0.00045 0.00045
pBe(Uin. Bias)__ 0.00038(5) 0.00039(5)0.00042(5) 0.00044(4)
pAl(iin. Bias) 0.00041(5) 0.00048(6)0.00058(6) 0.00059(4)

pCu (Min. Bias) 0.00039(5) 0.00050(6) 0.00059(6) 0.00063(4)
piu(Uin. Bias) 0.00030(4) 0.00043(5) 0.00056(6) 0.00075(5)

t SiAl(Central)_ 0.0033(2) 0.0053(3) 0.0078(3) 0.0095(4)SiAu_.CentralL_ _ 0.0028_ 0.0051(3).__ 0.0088(4) _O H

Table3: Effectsof formationtimeon antiprotonyields in ARCs.

(4) There is of course considerable competition between production and annihilation in
AB _ fiX. ARC gets this competition about right and thus explains the rather
weak experimental A dependence. There is, however, still appreciable annihilation,
especially in Si + Au.

(5) p production near threshold is not yet well fixed theoretically or experimentally. ,
Theoretically this is partly because pp ---,pX data :is not adequate, indeed absent at
14.6 GeV/c, and partly because treatment of the 3-body, shielding, process involves
inherent errors. One probably cannot yet use p at the AGS as a signal of any
collective behaviour.

Incidentally our parametrization of pp production

a'e2 a' , 1.478 x 10-4, e c.m. excitation energy (8)a_.-,_x = + b'e3, = 3.645 x 10-5 b' = =

differs from that of Costales 3°

a_.-._x = ae + be, a = 3.696 x 10-4, b = 2.0'ol x 10-4. (9)

The latter overpredicts pBe -._ pX by some 40%, whereas Equation 8 gets this just aboutm.

fight. Since pBe differs from pp by only 5% theoretically, one could in fact use pBe at ..the
AGS as a determination of pp _ pX at 14.6 GeV/c.

One interesting comment remains: RQMD a2 it would appear trees a sub-threshold pro-
t duction enhancement, essentially energy is borrowed within nuclear matter, from a third

or fourth nucleon, to greatly increase.p production in pA or AA collisions. They speak of
"fattening" up the string from which a produced pp pair arises. As a result: the RQMD
calculations, without our shielding, considerably increases both production and annihilation
relative to us. This increased annihilation leads then to a characteristic shift to higher ra-

pidity for the emerging antiparticles. ARC, with shielding, yields tittle shift. More data is
needed to settle this point. It is for us however hard to imagine "sub-threshold _ proddcfion
is enhanced 32 by the factors necessary in Si + Au, i.e. more than 2.5 over "single collision;
models.
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Fig. 15: Proton rapidity distribution in Au + Au Fig. 16: Invariant spectra for proton in Au+Au 4,s.

collisions at 11.7 GeV/c. Lines are ARC 4 predic- Again the ARC proton yields are absolute.
tions and symbols are E866 s preliminary data.

V. More massive projectiles: Au+Au at the AGS

A completely independent triumph for the relativistic cascade is its calculation for Au +
Au. Using the newly completed booster, gold beams were produced and tested early in
1992 and in fact the E802/866 collaboration s'2e collected sufflcientdata for comparison with
ARC. Good agreement obtains for proton and K + transverse mass spectra at forward rapidi-
ties. Any deviations, for protons, between theory and experiment at more central, still to be
observed, rapidities, should then surely signal interesting high-density phenomena. The the-
oretical space-time evolution presented (more revealing in colour) in Figure 1, suggests truly
high nuclear densities are achieved and in the presence of considerable stopping. Somewhat
higher densities can be anticipated at _ momenta lower than thepresent 11.7 G_V/c,
and tee largest deviations from thmretica] spectra may well appear below the energy for
maximum density. An ed hoe equation of starecan be _ineerted into the cascade to simulate

I high density effects. The simplest to ac_nmiodate is j_t:the effect of e_clumon at the quark
level and the best observable to fecns.on is probably K . productzon. ,_'_"

, , , ._ , .._ _ _-..,.

a) Predictions by ARC . _.,;, .: _,

• The talk by M. Gonin in these proceedings refers to comparisons of_xrly E866 dsts with
ARC predictions for Au + Au. He is presently using b < 3 for the ARC simul_tion'as a better "

match to the experimental 4% cross-section cut (see Figure 17). This; is in contrast t_ the
b _<2 simulation I present in Figures 12, 15 and 16 showing K + and p. Clearly the ARC
physics and coding anticipated the experiments extremely weil. Pion and K- spectra for
Au + Au appear in M. Gonin's contribution to this meeting _e and are also well described by
ARC (see Fig. 17). At this point one might well ask where shall we look for signals of high
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density in the Au + Au data. We suggest, below, the K-mesons provide a better candidate
as they carry an essentially conserved quantum number.

b) Space-Time Evolution of Ion-Ion Collisions

Figure 1 shows snap shots of baryon density in the Au + Au collisions as function of
time, with Figure lb treating the target (or projectile) nucleons separately. By "colouring"
target and projectile baryons differently one is able to gain valuable insight into the degree of
stopping achieved in the collision and therefore to understand better the apparent enhance-
ment in density. It is of course incorrect, as one speaker implied, to say target and projectile
nucleons cannot be distinguished. The large separation in momentum phase space allows
one to a large extent to separate target from projectile. Of course the overall wave func-
tion must be appropriately antisymmetrized, but this does not prevent one from using the
bimodal distribution produced by ARC. We conclude in fact from Figure 19 that although
the local densities rise to more than 8 times normal nuclear densities, the relative motion

between target and projectile baryons is so large that the operative densities are perhaps
only one-half what they seem.

Figure 19 also shows the reduction in target-projc_.tile rapidity separation, as a function •
of decreasing collision energy. We have tried to determine the effects of introducing the
simplest equation of state of all, a free gas at the quark level. We expect the exclusion
principle acting at this level will enhance K + production. In very preliminary simulations
we find only a small enhancement for Au + Au at 11.6 GeV/c but are pursuing estimates at
lower energies.

Finally the "pterodactyl" diagram in Figure 18 shows phase space trajectories for Si + Si,
" Si + Au and Au + Au collisions at the AGS. Baryon densities and transverse momentum

define these trajectories. There is a hint ;n the furthermost section of the Au + Au trajectory
of some degree of equilibrium. The large rapidity separation between target and projectile
still suggests true thermal equilibrium, at least a Landau fireball, has not yet been attained.
However, we definitely see signs of initial memory loss in say the ARC Au + Au p and K +
spectra. Statistical equilibrium of a sort obtains.

VI Further Comments

,a) Weaknesses of ARC

! As a footnote I would like to return to a fundamental problem with hadronic cascades.

We do not really know the resonance-resonance scattering nor the exclusive division by
channel of resonance strength at ea_ energy. The existing pp and stpdata could in principle
be searched to determine for example the division into AA and AN. This is not easy. We

have so far allowed this division to be fixed from use of the correct partial-cross-section
into definite g number at each energy. A good sign is that we reconstruct the correct total/

inelastic cross-section, at least at low energy.
Clearly we are also limited quantitatively by the accuracy of free-space hadron-hadron

information. At high density the shielding used above only for p annihilation will play a role '_
in many processes. However, for high densities which lead to interesting collective effects,
we shall in any case resort to a phenomenological approach. This is discussed below.
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b) The Future

ARC is certainly a powerful tool in the analysis and prediction of physics at the AGS,
at least to define purely hadronic contributions to such physics. It is also a tool, as we have
indicated in the last section, for study of equation of state effects on ion collisions. With the
cascaAe one can readily pick out regions of higher energy and/or higher baryon density and
alter the particle species or cross-sections only there. A phenomenological equation of state,
for either high density baryon gas or QCD plasma, introduced into such regions will allow
us to parametrize interesting departures from the hadronic background. This is equally true
at the AGS and at RHIC. We look forward to extending ARC to CERN and RHIC energies.

Since ARC has been so accurate in predicting Au + Au spectra, one may be forced to look
for subtler signals, for example in correlations or fluctuations of one sort or another. One
might for example study very high multiplicity events and correlate strangeness production
with multiplicity.
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